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Our first goal in this talk is to demonstrate that phonological distinctions between Inalienable 
(INAL) and Alienable (AL) constructions in synthetic possessives are remarkably consistent cross-
linguistically. In AL constructions, the marker of agreement (AGRPOSS) with the possessor (POSS) 
has the properties of a clitic; it is phonologically and morphologically ‘distant’ from the noun. In 
INAL constructions these markers have a tendency to behave like true affixes; they are inseparable 
from the noun and are phonologically ‘close’. Examples of this contrast will be offered from 
languages such as Nvikh (isolate/Paleosiberian, see (1)), Ojibwe (Eastern Algonquian), Mangap-
Mbula (Oceanic), Lango (Nilotic), Cupeño (Uto-Aztec) and Nanti (Arawakan). 
(1)  a. phnaχ   ‘one’s own eyes’  b. phinaχ   ‘one’s own bed’  
  ph-naχ    1P-eyes   ph-!-naχ	 		ph-POSS-naχ 
In (1a), the consonant prefix combines with the root-initial consonant to form an overt cluster, 
while in (1b), the relatively greater distance between the consonant and the root is signalled by 
vowel epenthesis. This type of distinction is demonstrated in all the mentioned languages. 

The phonological differences in these languages are argued here to be due to the fact that 
in INAL (a) constructions the noun and AGRPOSS are interpreted within the same phonological 
domain ([PWd]), while in AL (b) constructions the noun and AGRPOSS are separated by a 
phonological boundary ([PWd[PWd]]). We argue further that this pattern is due to a mirroring of 
syntactic and phonological domains. Each synthetic possessive structure is a DP, which contains 
an nP. Alienable possessives mediate the relationship between AGRPOSS and the noun via a 
functional head, F (2b), while inalienables lack this head (2a). Their distinct phonological 
structures are determined by their different syntactic derivations including movement of the N in 
inalienable constructions to license a [+rel] feature on the INAL noun (following evidence from 
and proposals in Barker 1995, Chomsky 2000, Marantz 2007, Dobler 2008). 
(2)  a. [DP POSS AGRPOSS-Ni [nP Ni]]   b.   [DP POSS AGRPOSS [nP POSSi F N]] 
Consider the Nivkh case. From the perspective of Government Phonology, there must be a 
properly governed empty nucleus between the initial CC in (3a). However, the greater distance of 
the consonant prefix from the root in (3b), created by the phasal boundary seen in (2b), prohibits 
such a relationship; proper government cannot extend across a PWd boundary. 
(3) a.        [C V1 C V2 C V3]PWd [phnaχ]   b.  [C V1 [C V2 C V3] PWd]PWd  [phinaχ]    
   ph! n  a   χ !         ph !  n  a   χ !   
Our second goal is to introduce a phonological confound to the analysis presented by Maybrat 
(West Papuan), that calls into question the cross-linguistic pattern seen in the languages above (4). 
(4)   a.  [t[xaf]PWd]PWd   à [təxaf]PWd  ‘my stomach’    
 b. [t[səniem]PWd]PWd  à [səniem]PWd ‘my in-law (male, same sex)’ 
In (4a) the prefix emerges in the output, but induces epenthesis before a C-initial root. In (4b) the 
prefix does not emerge. The Maybrat challenge is to explain why schwa epenthesis must apply 
when AGRPOSS is attached to a monosyllabic root, but the process fails to apply when the root is 
polysyllabic. An analysis of the INAL POSS construction that requires both the N and AGRPOSS to 
emerge in the same cycle in a derivation would generate the CC context for the insertion of schwa 
in both (4a & b), leading to a confound for the general structure of possessives (2). Given the 
cross-linguistic phono-syntactic analysis above, the conclusion must be that here the [+rel] feature 
on the INAL noun may, in some languages, be checked by a POSS head in the nP domain. This 
allows the INAL noun to remain within the lower phase. The phonology therefore gives insight 
into the syntactic analysis of POSS derivations. 
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